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The memories that many live with can lead to difficult and trying times. Combat
veterans have experience&a life-changing event in whick m y of them find themselves
trying to cope with what they saw, feit and did during these extreme times of stress.
Through the year's family, %mds and vetexam haxe tried to make sense of these
experiences. Many families notice that their combat veteran never talks about what they
experEtmced. They feel closed off from a part of the veteran's life and don't understand
hisher struggles. This short paper is an attempt to tell a portion of the veteran's story
from their perspective. I do not intend to give a list of symptoms or to describe pmticulas
combat experiences, but do want to give the general content of the spiritual. struggles
m y deal with. As a result ofthe writing style I have used, some veterans may find that
the perspective I communicate could raise some strong emotions in &em. So, I would
encourage those whd have been tramtized to read this piece with some level of caution.
X hope what is written will hefp three groups of people: 1). The family member who
seeks to understand fhe emotional and spiritual pain that their loved one endures. 2). The
vetran who needs help at putting into words what they feel. 3). Faith communities who
seek t~ provide supportive spiritmi care. It is important that tfiis is read with a focus to
understand and not an attempt to fix. The ability to be open and non-judgmental is
essential in order to understand the problems so many go through. This paper does not
reflect all combat v e t m s ' struggle with war, but does reflect some common emotional
and spiritual themes that a large number of combatants struggle with. It is also important
&at we do not impose our idea of wellness on someone who has been traumatized. What
vet-eransneed most is support and understanding.
The Story.Begins
There are some things in life &at no human should ever experience. Each of us grows up
with rules and ethical principles &at we believe we should never violate. We base m y
of o w actions and our daily living on those principles. q e n we enter a combat zone we
feel a change that sweeps over us. For some of us it feels like a wave of desperation that
&a us across a bridge from where there is no return. We come to realize that our
ethical underpinnings can become hindrances to oznlsuwivd and we contemplate the
possibility of doing the un.kna&ble. So, for a short time we do not allow omsefves to
compare our actions to our standard af right and wrong. For the first time in our lives we
come to realize that we are capable of doing anything to survive. This struggle for
sunrival b-6s
so intense and life changing that it exacts a great toll on the human
spirit.
After we return from combat we try to hide our wounded spirit, We avoid talking about
the transformation we experienced and correctly remark: "They just don't understand."'

We are wfised and hurt, and it inhibits o e ability to tell others about what we have
lea& about the world and ourseIves. We are no longer among the ranks of the naive
and it troubles us deeply. Somehow we see the najive as a blessed people, .butwe see
ourselves as being cursed with enlightenment. We have become enlightened to
something that we wish we could forget and we envy those who are still naive. It
co&es us that the naTve can be so cavalier when they say that they understand because
we know that no one should understand ow secret. It does not take us very long to
realize that 6knowledge and understanding is at a deeper and more painful level.
Somehow we know that the depth and intimate Ievel of om knowledge eclipses what
humankind was ever meant to how. We have encountered evil, and the evil is personal
for it was dl.a r o d us, and may even reside in us.
When we reenter the world o f the adive, they either cheer or boo our role battle. If
hey cheer and say "what a good thing you did for our cotmtry" our heart saddens and
a&= because we h o w that fhe warrior battIes not for "God and COUUIW~''
but for mere
survival. If they boo our return, then our heart saddens and aches because their booing
dims us wi.ththe evil we felt and this encounter wit11 evil bemines so personal that it
seems to defile the hurnan spirit.
We feel alone in a world filled with people. It is only for brief periods that we f e l we
have something in common with others. We don't feel it when we are with the nalve.
We only feel it when we are able to share om space with another soullcomrade who is
troubled and enligl~terredin the same way we are troubled and enlightened. We may not
discuss the traumatic memories with om comrades, but just knowing that there is'
someone else in the world that has the same terrible secret is enough to give us a
tempomy sense of co~apanionshipwith another living soul. It helps to take some of the
weight off of our s o d to know that the10 is; someone else who understands and does not
coi~denmus for our di-Eficulties. We need someone who doesn't judge us and will accept
us when we can't measure ~ t pto others expectations.
At first we thought we could manage ~ l i t h . help.
0 ~ ~ We denied &at anything was wrong
us. We thougl~tthat we were strong enough to handle the terrible secrets we learned
and didn't realize that the memories would come back and Imunt us in ways that we
couldn't understmd. When we got angry we always tho'tlght we had a good reason. We
codd not see Inomelves what others saw. We didn't understand that our anger swelled
over mlnoP things and was way aut of proportion to the situation. It was as if we walked
mmd with a nerve exposed that would cause us to feel a charge of pain at the slightest
breeze. We needed someone to understand a;nd give us support, but the anger and
isolation drove them away.

The anger inside of us swells whenever we think about our combat experiences. When
things happen ixl our lives that make us feel helpless we lash out at those who are close
by. We don't know how to manage our feelings of helplessness anymore. When we
think about haw our joy and innocence was taken fPom us we become angry. After alI,
someone knew it tvould happen to us but no one said &fling. They don't seem to want
to take responsibility for anything that happened to us, so we have to fight for the help we

so desperately need. We become angry because they told us that our cause was noble.
We believed tl~emwhen they told us that we w r e fightiilg to help others escape tyranny
and injustice. After coming home we started to understand our involvement in combat in
a completely different way. We feel used and betrayed because we have come to see our
involvement in war as one that upasused to further someone else's own personal goals.
W l c we were there our leaders started saying 'bot one m e life," but we started saying
"not one more Lie." We were told many things that we no longer believe are true. The
feeling of betrayal ms so deep and seems to be so p e m e n t that even though we want
to trust others, something seems to hold us back We are not sure anymore whom we can
trrmst or even if we are able to trust anymore because of the lies and betrayals .ive,feel. All
we know is that we have this terrible ache inside ancX we don't know how to stop the
ache.
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Om anger and enlightenment also poisons our relationships with those we love. We
dan"t feel close to them because we know that there is no way for them to understand the
secret we carry excepe to experience it in person. They don't understand the evil we are
capable of and shoulh't understand. We don't have the words to express how we feel
anyway. Our emotions become so confi~sedand garbled that it makes it difficult to think
of anytl~ingexcept o w experiences. The pictures we see in our mind are pictures that
trouble us ever1 in our sleep. We are helpless and at the mercy of our thoughts and
feelings. Tilere are times when we need our loved ones to remind us that things are going
to be all right. Instead of receiving a hug from those we love, we pus11them away when
we need them the most We can tell that our mixed messages areconfusing to them. It's
e
to express what we fed and we don't like to adnit that
just that we don't have t l ~ words
we are weak. I$must be fixstrating for them but we really do need their love aad need
them to keep trying to understand us. It scares us that they will just get fired and leave.
We wish we didn't lash out at them. It's just that we feel this wave of intense paia and
when we scream out in pain eseryone gets caught in its wake. We need aus loved ones to
keep trying to understand. Please don't give up on us-we need you too nluch.
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Tliis terrible secret we cany with us somehow changes the way we see the entire world.
Our wcdd has becsine one that is not to be taken in a cavalier way. It is a world that has
a more serious side than the nai've know and it becomes hard for us even to laugh. It is a
world that is filled with danger. A world wl~ereevil has become personal and inhate.
The guilt and shame that many of us feel sticks in the throat and chokes the joy out of
life. The guilt haunts those of us who kel guilty like thc dreams and memories haunt us,
Some say there is forgiveness, but why do so many of us not feel forgiven? M e r all
most of us have prayed a thousand tinies for forgiveness, but the feeling of peace and
assurance of our forgiveness never lingers for very tong. We wonder if the guilt remains
because we cannot be forgiven for the way we betrayed humanity. Or is it that humanity
betrayed us? We just don't know anymore. All we know that'many of us still feel guilty
even though it has been so long since our enlightenment. Some say that we did notking
i w n g to feel guilty about. We say: "If we did n o t h i i wrong, then why do we feel so
ashamed?" They don't understand how war can ieffluence us to kill out of malice and
rage. They don't understand how the guilt is personal and can make us feel like we are
beyond redemption. It is as if ow close contact wifli evil has defiIed us and there doesn't

seem to be a way to remove the shame we f=I inside. It seems that the steps we take to
remove the shame inside only increases it. 'So,the guilt confirms in ow minds how close
to evil we walked and somehow becomes connected with who we have become.
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Sometimes the guilt gets ming1ed.witlz the pain of loss we feel. We mourn and miss way
we used to be. We mourn the tragedies of the innocent that we witnessed. We mourn the
relationships, through the years, that have been damaged .because of us. We cry and
repeat over and over and over again how sorry we are for sabotaging things with those we
love. We would like to repair tl~osethings that are broken, but don't know if we can ever
live up to others' expectations again. We f e d brsken and \vat so desperate&>;
to feel
whole again. We wonder if we will ever be complete again and it scares us because we
suspect that o u diEculties with others are only destined to be repeated.
They say tile secret to livhg with what we have wrong is to use these tools. It sounds so
simple but when we try them they don't seem to xwk very well. So, we ask ourselves
what we are doing wrong. We wonder if tl~ereis something else wroilg with us since the
tools don't work right away. Maybe we axe asking or expecting too much. All we know
is that when ~ r f a= . ~ g g l i n the
g most we find that the tools work the least. We wonder
what good the tools are, if they don't wsrk during our most desperate times. The nayve
seem to think dmt we should just get over it. "After dl,it was in the past." We scream
back in hstration. "We keep trying but nothing always wurks." They don't understand
that we m o t leave the past behind no matter how much we try. Oh, how hard we have
tried. So, we struggle throug11 life using the tools we have been given so that we can
have moments to feel good about ourselves. We learn that the tools we use to deal. with
the memories take practice. Sooo much practice. We wish someone could tell those u.e
care about, so that they know we are doing what
can. We survived once but wonder if
we can survive life after enlightenment. Even when we go to those who say they
understmd, some seem to think that w e have done something wrong in order to relapse
and. struggle again. It is so hard for us to find those wlm can accept I@ for the person we
have b e c m . M e r time we learn that we don't really need someone to utrderstand to the
same degree we understand. We just need a listening and empathetic ear that can spur us
on to keep trying. It's even hsud for us to find someone who uadermds, empathizes and
supports LIS among those whose jab it is to I-ielp. But after a while we finally fmd
someone we cm open up to and trust with most of our struggles and secrets.
Ow faith has changed as well. Many of us that felt God's closeness in combat don't fwl
the exciting and vibrant spirit we once felt. We still believe but something else has

happened to w.Our qttestions seem to have changd in some way. The questions are
more personal now and the answers no longer roll off our tongues as if reding from a
Sunday school lesson or a Catechetical primer. Many of the naYve seem to wonder about
what happened to our faith as well. When they hear our questions, they begin to wonder
about the quality of our relationship with God. They don't seem to like our questions or
ow struggles. Iiowever, far us there are no questions tbat are off limits and we are not
able to hide our struggles as we =re before. So, we keep asking those forbidden
questions. The answers for these questions are not so forth corning and we come up dry
every time we ask. We wish we didn't have these questions and wish our faith were as

?

before we b e m e enlightened. Our faith was simple before our enliglztenment an$ we
wish we could return to those days. We h o w that Cod m with us when we were trying
to survive, but we wonder why God feels distant now. Perhaps it is because we feel
distant fiom everyone and God gets Iumped together with the rest of the n&ve. We know
that God understands the panic t$it seized our heart and mind, and we ask why God
doesn't take away those things that linger on. Something inside of us says that God
supported the weak and flawed throughout history, but there are times when we wonder
when He is going to support us. There are mmy who seem to expect an almost magical
kind of healing to take place in us. They don't want to acknowledge a healing of my
other type and seem to believe that faiff1is supposed to i d a b us from ow experiences.
For us the healing we; are experiencing defies their understanding. It is not a heding
where things are restored to where they were befare our enlightenment. It is a healing
that helps us to understand and accept fiaw we have chmged. It is a healing that helps us
to understand the burden we carry with us. It is a heaging that kelps us believe tflat some
meaning can come %om our experiences. We are riot sure how this heding will happen
in our lives, but we will keep trying even after we reach the end of our strength.

'
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While some of us feel more disfmt from God &an before there are others o f us who
didn't feel close to God until they went to war. We underwent quite a transformation
when we were there. We beliwe strongly that God protected us and delivered us from
harm while we were in combat. Cod's inkwa~tionis the only.explanation that can
account for our return. Even though we believe strongly that our survival was because of
God's interventention we don't know why we can't feel the closeness to God we would like
to fel. Our faith in God help us to put some things into perspective but we are not sure
why it doesn't help us with all our probiems. Even if we attend s e ~ c ewith
s our faith
community we somehow feel more distant than we tllink we should feel. Our faith
cdmmunity doesn't understand why we don't join in like everyone else. We know that
people notice that we are not like everyone else but we don't know how to td1 them what
is gomg on with us. Even if we tell tfiem what is wrong with US we are not sure if they
will rmderstand. So, we just let them come up with their own explanation about what is
going on with us. We tend to sit back and observe. We just can't show our f'aith like
everyone else. We are not really satisfZed with how we are but we don't know how to
change anythin%.Even though God is the focal paint in OLE lives our meniaries crowd
out the close feelings we once had. We too are confused as to why we don't feel what
everyone else feels. So,we have to set our sites lower than we would like. We l e m that
we must trust what we ~ Q I Y instead of what we feet. There are so many times when our
feelings can't be trusted.

It wasn't until we couldn't manage our lives anymore that we got the help we needed for
our troubled soul. There was so much chaos mound us and inside of us that we became
desperate to get some relief. The desperation we felt finally helped us overcome our
mbarrassment tha-tpm7mted us from getting help earlier. Sadly, we had waited too long
to repair some of the damage we had done. We st31 don't understand why we have these
pmblenls when they claim &at mast of the other combatants don't suffer in the same way
we suffkr. We figure that we should be among those who don't struggle so. Perhaps
there are many others who struggle l i e us but they must be able to hide it better some

.
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how. So, they give the illusion that they don't have our problems. We ask ourselves why
we can't be stronger. We h o w that being sensitive to our environment helped us survive
but we figure that being sensitive is a negative thing now. It wasn't until we realized that
if we stopped being so sensitive -then we would become l i e : the rest of the insensitive
masses, dthat would truly be a bad thing. The world needs sensitive people. Mer all
we feel the insensitivity of people every time we hear the insults they level at us or the
expectations they have that we can't meet. "Why can't hdshe leave the past behind?"
"Why is helshe so angry and critical?" "Why doesn't be/she just trust God?" Some of
the criticism even seems to come frOrn OUT faith communities. They expect us to find
some SO^ of peace that is now beyond our reach. They try to help by @oting scriptures
but don't redize that the ones they quote only increases the anger and isolation we feel.
Why do they have to try to fix everything? Don't they know that some things will never
be fixed? Why can't they just give us support? Don't they understand that if many of the
prophets of old had flaws then God does not condemn us for ours? Why too can't we
understand that if the prophets had severe moral shortcomings and were forgiven that we
can be forgiven as well. We have difficulty fighting the voice inside of us that says it
was alright for these propllets to have severe problems but it is not alright for us. "You
see, they were Cod's chosen." We don't believe that we are chosen. It seems that om
guilt has become part of who we are even though we know that our faith and trust has
guaranteed God's love and forgiveness. It doesn't matter what anyone says we seem to
be destined to condemn ourselves, Sometimes we condemn oursdves even when we
h o w that God loves us and will not condemn us. The naTve seem to criticize us for not
measuring up to expectations. They condemn us for our angry outbursts. They seem to
think that we like to get smgry. They don't understand that &e anger makes it lwdex to
sleep. Tile anger increases the depression we feel. The anger hindersaur ability to relax
and fmd peace. The ndiva don't understand that the slightest criticism or rejection cuts
l h a thousand blades. They don't understand how a single word can prompt us to act in
ways we later regret. When tlley criticize us we end up condemning ourselves even
more. We remind ourselves how weak tve must be to have these strugg,le,c, We condemn
owsctves when we say that it was our Eaule when things turned out in a \my we didn't
plan OR We condemn ourselves for some of the things we did and saw while: tve were in
combat. We condemn ourselves for thousands of things that have gone wrong over the
years.
---
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Some of the naYve c o h e us when tlley say that we may have been chosen to have these
difficulties. When we fist heard that,we didn't know how to respond. We don't want to
be eltosen for suffering. If being chosen means that we are special somehow then why do
we feel so cwsed and aloile. We are embarrassed to admit that it affected us so
profoundly since we thought that if we made it bzck in one piece mre would OK. Now we
&e collfronted with the truth and are no longer able to avoid it. We are not OK and
everyone seems to notice our diffeulties even before we notice them. We can no longer
avoid the changes that our spirit has made. When we first sought help o w life seemed to
be in such a downward spiral that there was no way to stop until we ended, broken in a
thowand pieces. It seemed that we went for weeks without sleep. We c d d n ' t
understand why we were able to function yet be so tired. We were tired, oh so tired, but
somehow we kept moving. We wanted desperately to rest but couldn't pause long

enough for rest to catch up with us. We felt on edge and couldn't stop moving no matter
how tired we were. O w head seemed to be drowning in all the thoughts that flooded our
mind but we weren't able to come up for air long enough to explain what tvas wrong,
We want desperately to regain the peace of mind we once had but now we find ourselves
helpless and powerless to regain what was lost so long ago. The peace of mind we seek
is a.daily struggle that seems to be just out of our reach. For some of us it's been so long
since we've gotten peace that we're not even sure what it feels like anymore.

'

We used to think that God had this elaborate plan laid out for even the tinniest of
creatures, Now we have a gnawing thought in the back of our mind and we wonder how
much of the world God is really in control? Some of us wonder if God is redly present
in the world mjmrc. One thing is for sure. We don't understand why there was so
much chaos. We don't understand why it seems t a t some of ihe best were killed while
we were left to suffep in misery. Some of us don't understand how God could have been
on our side when we felt overcome by the evil that was suround us. While we were there
we prayed and trusted God to protect us but since our return some of us don't understand
how God could have been on our side w11en we w m fighting a war that was not always
nobk in it's cause. We p e s s that in war nothhg makes sense.

They say that ow experiences can have such a poweffitl effect on our bodies that they
can even cause some changes in our brain sorne~~uw.
When we heard that our
experiences can change us in such dramatic ways 7rve became even more depressed.
They told us that in some people it can be reversed but they didn't seem to have much
hope for us. W ~ e uwe heard the news we started to believe that if we changed so
completely then we ate truly destined to live in misery. We still didn't understand why
we feel so tense all the time and it puzzles us that we can't manage our everyday
experiences. Maen Zhey said that our experiences wuld have increased the amount of
adrenaline om body produces then we started to understand a little more. Our body must
have forgotten ta fxrnit off. If our adrenaline increased because o f the war; now we
tmderstand why it is difficult to slow down enou& to get the rest we need. We startle
easily because 1% are ready to jump into action when something unexpected happens.
We arc on edge all the time just in case danger comes around the come,r. Sometimes we
don't even notice ourselves watching everyt11&~a m d us until we can't stand another
millute of stimulation ancl have to retreat into solitude. It Belped us in combat but it
seems to work against us now that we've returned. We me never completely at ease
anymore and it takes only a tiny spark to reignite the fire inside of us. We learned to act
even before a thought came to om mind. It is now only &er the stom clears that 'WB are
able to see the devastation we have caused. The adrenaline causes us to loose control all
-too easily. We become irritable and quick to react anytime we feel attacked or helpless.
?Ve can't even stop ourselves when t l ~ perceived
e
attack comes from those we love. Our
loved ancs don't seem to understand how much we want to be in, control but ow: body
puskes us to overreact and lose what control we can normally muster. We want them to
understand but we don't know how to explain it to them. It is the pain we feel that seems
to cause everything to go wrong.

We have so many problems that it becomes cEifficult to name them all. ' On top of
everything else, many of us have difficulty with wing drugs and drinking alcohol. li'm
some of LBit staxted before we went to war and increased when we cane back. Far
others, it started when we came back and only tapers off for short periods. It may have
started as fun but it's n& fun anymore. No one understands the kind of things \ve are
hiding and no one, uolderstands what we get orit of using.

'
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It is easier to use instead, of talking about the intense feelings of guilt we have. It is easier
to use then to live with the sleepless nights and endless days of haunting tl~oughtsand
memories. It is easier ta use then tq-ing to manage the emptiness and loneliness we feel,
It is easier to use then to feel the coilstant tension ill our bod)?, where we can never
completely Iet our guard down. We don't enjoy using but it seems at times that using is
the only answer k t gives us even the slightest relief. After dknking and using for a
while we gain the reputation of having iu.1 addiction. O w stl-uggles seemed to be lumped
into one label, addiction, and there is an easy cure for that Xabel. Eveqrone seems to say:
"Attend and follow tlGs recovery program and your problems will be solved." But when
we attend no one talks about tlle kind of things that haunt us. The memories that are
talked about in these groups are memories m ~ m using.
d
The problems tiley talk about
seen1 petty to us, The memories that stick in our mind are memories we are afraid to
repeat in public. They are memories that when repeated cause us to return to our despair.
Our memories don't seem to have much in common with others who have the addiction
label. Once we become sober our lives started to spiral out of control again. So, even
when we get clean we find that our pmblerns get worse instead of better. We don" tea^
to say that the recovery groups don't help. They do. It's just that we don't seem to
completely fit in anywhere.

In recovery they talk about having a spiritual awakening. They put such a strong
emphasis on it that we figure that if w e can just get this spiritual awakening that is talked
about then our pxoblems would be sol'iredt Our quest to find om spiritual atvakening is
another thing that leaves us depressed because it too seems to be out of our reach. We
just can't let our guard down enough to allow even good feeling to appear because once
we start feeling good we knatv that the feeling that hurt return all too quickly. They talk
about the experience of serenity but 110 matter how much we long for serenity our
unanswered questians return and rob us of serenity even bebre we can feel it.

SOME WINGS.HELP

AAer living with aur struggles we find a few things that help our lives to become more
manageable. The first thing we may have to do is find someone who e l l prescribe
something so that we can get some sleep. Without help with sleep we don't know how
long we cari manage on the little bit of sleep we get. Without sleep all of our problems
and difficulties spiral out of control. We need to fmd a way ta f i t the stress and chaos
in our lives. We don't like to admit it but our experiences have made us more vulnerable
to the stress and chaos around us. One of the ways we limit the stress is to find a place
where urecan retreat too. A place of peace and quiet sith limited stimulation helps us to
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recover and find some stability. You see, when there is a lot happening around us we get
worn out trying to keep up with everything and this muses us to be on edge. We need to
be able to develop an attitude of self-acceptme. Many of us mst learn how to stop
condemning ourselves and accept the changes that have happened to us. We must also
define what wellness means to us and not accept views of weEIness that are demeaning.
Receiving warmth and positive regard &om those we care about is extremely important in
order for us to cope better. If we m able to feel the warrnth of a reiationship we do
much better. It is important for us to find someone who can Izelp us work through some
of t l ~ en a g a g questions we have. 'This is not as easy as it seems. TIGs person must be
able to accept our unconventional questions and help us explore alternative ways of
answering these questions. Conventional or " p a t l ~ s w e r don't
s
work for US and we need
to have fieedonl to explore explanations that are not often discussed. Developing a
positive u~~derstandillg
of spirituality is also important. A positive spirituality that
affirms the principles of Gods loving kindness, grace, acceptance and foxgivexress is a
vital aspect in our ability to cope. I hope this psiper has been helpful to you. I wish God
blessing on all combat vetems as they seek to piece their lives back together and as they
continue to live their lives. May God bless d l loved ones in their quest to u n d e h d and
support their veteran. May God bless the faith communities as they seek to provide
ministry to those in their community. Lastly; may God bless America, the country that
we still love so mucl~Our hopes are that our nation will continue to provide the higl~est
level of care possible for those who have born the battle,

